PennAccess: Kaplan Wing

Entrance Information:
415 University Avenue. Philadelphia . PA . 19104

1. The Mudd/Kaplan Connector entrance is a level entrance from the Botanical Garden path off Hamilton Walk.
2. There are level passages to Mudd Building on the basement, first, and second floors.
3. There are level passages to Leidy Laboratories on the basement and first floors; the second floor has a five step difference between Leidy Laboratories and Kaplan Wing.

   Note: Both Mudd Building and Leidy Laboratories have third floors, whereas Kaplan Wing does not. Level passage from Leidy Laboratories to Mudd Building is possible in the basement and on the first floor.

Elevator Information:
- There is only a freight elevator in Kaplan Wing. The elevators in the Mudd/Kaplan Connector or Leidy Laboratories can be used to access all floors.

Restroom Information:
- There are no accessible restrooms in the Kaplan Wing. There are accessible restrooms in Leidy Laboratories.

Building Information:
- Kaplan Wing is not open to the public.
- The second floor is mostly research laboratories.
- The basement has two growth chambers that are accessible.